The biggest tech careers
event in the North East
24th February 2021

WELCOME TO...

Tech Talent
2021!
Since organising our first
flagship event in 2016,
we’ve seen an increase in
demand for digital skills
and employment, with an
unprecedented peak in
2020 and 2021 following
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Both 2020 and 2021 have seen a shift
in remote working as companies have
adapted to digital delivery models.
Talent in tech has truly never been more
important.
To respond to these changes, we brought
Tech Talent online, on February 24, 2021.
Tech Talent 2021 will be showcasing the
organisations providing opportunities
in the North East of England. We’re
incredibly excited and humbled to see
the number of organisations that are
actively looking for tech talent here in
the region, in 2021, grow every day.
We’re seeing a wide variety of
opportunities pop up ranging from entry
level roles to mid and senior levels. This

brochure is just a snapshot of some the
amazing organisations who are providing
opportunities with us. Make sure to check
them all out on the day as we’ve got over
100 jobs advertised!
In addition, we just wanted to say
a HUGE thank you to our sponsor
‘Avanade’, who’s supported us as
we’ve gone through our own journey
of transitioning into a digital platform.
Avanade is actively hiring talent at its
Newcastle Technology Centre and across
the globe so make sure to check out
its booth, and read about them here on
pages 3-4.
We’re really excited to see jobseekers
and organisations soon come together
to connect and find opportunities in
tech through Tech Talent. Digital skills
are more important than ever and we’re
proud to be contributing to the growth
of the tech talent pipeline.
Thank you so much for supporting
Tech Talent, whether you are a sponsor,
exhibitor, attendee, or external
stakeholder. We hope you enjoy the
event as much as we know we will, and
are able to learn about amazing new
opportunities from inspiring employers
and training providers in the North East.
Best wishes,
The Tech Talent Team

Remember to keep up with what’s happening by following us on Twitter @SunSoftCity and check out
the website for live job listings at www.techtalentjobs.com
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Think Microsoft can do
unbelievably cool things?
So do we.
We believe in making a genuine human impact in everything we do. We transform
businesses, uncover ways technology can improve the way we work and live, and
change the world for the better. All this through the power of our people and

cutting-edge Microsoft technology. If you want to build your skills, gain unrivaled
experience and become the best at what you do, there’s no place better.
Opportunity is everywhere. We’ll help you find it.
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Think you can change the world? So do we.
At Avanade, we believe in making a genuine human impact in everything
we do. Here, you will help transform businesses, uncover ways technology
can improve the way we work and live, and change the world for the
better. All this through the power of our people and cutting-edge Microsoft
technology.
In return, you will have access to incredible clients, unparalleled training and
an exciting career path whether you’re just starting out or have decades of
experience under your belt.
There’s no place like it.
Want to get better at what you do, and be the best at what you do?
Want to do work that is rewarding and thrive? So do we.
If you’re a self-starter, an optimist and someone who likes to get things
done, you’ll fit right in at Avanade.
People who thrive here are motivated, interested in learning and genuinely
have a desire to be the best at what they do. If that’s sounds like you, you
sound good to us.
The opportunity you’ll find at Avanade,
depends on where you’re standing.

www.avanade.com/careers
©2018 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade
name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S.
and other countries. Other brand and product names
are trademarks of their respective owners.
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Who are our
exhibitors
here today?
Sponsor: Avanade
Accenture

GRID Smarter Cities Ltd

SoPost

Atom Bank

Harvey Nash

Surge

Baltic Training Services

ITEC North East

Sunderland College

Blue Cookie

Jackson Hogg

Cerres Ltd

Layers

University of Sunderland –
Faculty of Technology

Climb Creative

Luminous

Concept Personnel

NRG

DWP

Opencast Software

Elecnor

Refract

Enigma Interactive

Sagezza

Epam

Scott Logic

University of Sunderland –
Graduate Internships
The NBS
Tombola
XR Therapeutics
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REPORT REVEAL:

Digital Skills
Findings
In partnership with the Institute of Coding and UK Tech Cluster
Group, Sunderland Software City conducted a Digital Skills Audit to
assess the state of digital skills among North East based businesses
and individuals. We are excited to now reveal these findings.

The largest contributor to learning
tech skills is DIY
For individuals (post-education), selflearning was shown to be the most
popular route to learning new digital
skills, rather than training or courses.
This is perhaps unsurprising. When
looking at applications into the sector we
know that personal projects displayed on
the portfolio can really help candidates
stand out - showcasing passion, personal
style, creativity and skill.
The second biggest way individuals are
gaining new skills is through meetups!
The North East is home to a variety of
great tech meetups including Wordpress
North East, DevOps North East, IoT
North meetup, and many more. With
unique speakers every time, these
meetups can be a great way to learn new
things and bounce ideas around with
peers.
On top of that, more North East
companies are investing in training
compared to the national average,
which indicates great commitment from
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employers to help employees commit to
CPD and advance their digital skills.

More developers recruited in the
past year, but filling technical vacancies
is difficult
Companies in the North East have
recruited more developers than other
regions in the UK! 67% of companies
responding recruited for developers
in the past 12 months. However, not
everyone was able to fill all developer
vacancies (43%). Whilst we didn’t
enquire about explicit reasons, this could
be as these companies tend to be smaller
sized compared to other regions and due
to a less technical pipeline of applicants.
The North East is characterised by
smaller sized companies: 80% of
companies responding to our survey
had fewer than 50 staff. Whilst certainly
not always the case, these companies
may have less brand recognition than
larger companies, which could contribute
to more difficulty in sourcing new
talent. This makes employer events,

links with meetup groups, and speaker
opportunities ever more important.
However, it’s not just brand awareness.
While the North East excels in skilled
business development and sales talent,
it is below the national average for niche
technical skills such as AI and Machine
Learning. This could be because 37% of
the workforce has said to have moved
into the tech sector from non-digital
industries, rather than starting directly in
a tech role following a technical degree.
While cross-sector experience can be
incredibly useful, we know there is a need
for more technical skills. Furthermore,
those with technical degrees were just
as likely to pursue a role in tech as those
with non-technical degrees. While this
shows the richness and diversity of
roles in tech, which we can see echoed
at events such as Tech Talent, when
compared with the number of unfilled
technical vacancies this does indicate
the need for more training and progress
opportunities in technical areas. This is
backed by a desire from respondents to
also learn more technical skills.

Diversity is a challenge.
Our survey reported a 60/40 male
and female split within technical roles,
compared to the national average of
70/30. However, the company workforce
in North East tech is still predominantly
white (93%). There are some great
diversity in tech initiatives in the region
with networks such as LITNE and 50:50
(see their brochure article on page ??),
but we still have a lot of work to do to
improve accessibility and to inspire
wider communities to engage with
careers in tech.

Read the full report
The full findings from the Digital
Skills Audit are to be released shortly,
informing you all about digital skills in
the region. To read the findings, keep an
eye out for the report! The easiest way is
to follow us on Twitter or subscribe
to our monthly newsletter!
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Your Talent
is Valuable
Deliver purpose-driven solutions through
collaborative design and development, and be
part of a team that values your contributions.
For more information visit Layers.studio/careers
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Take your tech
business to new
heights
Non-suit-wearing, straight-talking,
business-growing, tech-lovin’
cloud accountants that help tech
businesses do things the right way.

Aim high with Blu Sky
Give us a call on 0191 258 7676
or email info@blusky.co.uk
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HOW TO NETWORK:

Top Tips for
Tech Talent 2021
You’re booked in to attend Tech Talent 2021 and you’re ready and
raring to go! Question is, how do you network your way to your new
dream role?
That’s where I can help!
My name is Jeni Smith, I’m a Networking
Strategist & Founder of Networking
KnoWho, and I am passionate about
networking. Networking has the power to
open doors, grow businesses and spark
innovative ideas, all starting with a simple
‘Hello’.
To ensure you get the most out of the
amazing opportunities Tech Talent 2021
has on offer, here are my top three tips
for the event:
1. Engage
The companies who are exhibiting today
are here because they’re looking for
people just like you. If you don’t turn
your camera on or let them know you’re
here, how can they possible find you? Be
visible: turn on that camera, say ‘Hello’
and start engaging with people. Ask the
speakers questions, book 1-2-1’s with
businesses, and approach their exhibition
stands. I’m afraid they can’t come to you
in this situation, so you need to go to
them and showcase how awesome you
are!
2. Ask Questions
A great way to engage with exhibitors
is to ask them questions. ‘What does
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your company do? What does it stand
for? What type of opportunities do you
have on offer? What do you look for in a
candidate?’ Asking questions is a great
way to engage with exhibitors, as well as
enabling you to tailor your responses, so
be sure to listen well.
3. Follow Up
Make notes as you speak to people
throughout the event; how you felt about
their company, what roles they have on
offer etc. and follow up after the event.
Send a ‘nice to meet you’ email or a
personalised LinkedIn request. Show
them you’re interested in their company
and share any useful information or
links to an online portfolio or blog you
might have. Exhibitors will be having a
lot of conversations with a lot of people
throughout the day, and you want them
to remember you. So, put yourself out
there and remind them of how great you
are!
There you have it, three top tips on
getting the most from Tech Talent 2021.
Now go out there, be yourself, have fun,
and find out what amazing opportunities
await you…

Avanade, proud sponsor of Tech Talent 2021, is always looking for new
colleagues, for example:
Azure Infrastructure Consultant – get to know us and apply!
Do you dream of delivering projects with global impact for household names where a focus on
excellence and quality is acknowledged and rewarded?
Then we want to hear from YOU! We are looking for an experienced Azure Engineer/ Azure
Consultant to join at a Senior Analyst or Consultant level. You will join our accomplished
Infrastructure community, working with the newest Azure technologies on results-oriented and
sophisticated cloud transformations.
About you:
• You have experience deploying or architecting core Azure solutions across the Azure stack
(networking, security, identity, DR, storage, subscription models, strategy & governance) for
major enterprise projects.
• You bring the knowledge of infrastructure solutions from cloud to on-premise, platform
migration, system security, enterprise directories, and cloud technologies.
• You feel happiness and enjoy solving complex technical challenges.
• You have a desire to work with global teams and offshore resources.
As a Consultant, you bring the following skills:
• Superb communication and interpersonal skills – you are working directly with our clients,
alongside our robust team of consultant, or within a client team. You can communicate and
present complex information to technical and non-technical stakeholders, both verbally and
in written form.
• You will have experience engaging with the client to gather and advise on their requirement,
writing high level and detailed designs as well as define architectural topologies.
• You will be comfortable working in large and small teams to design and implement
solutions.
Some of the benefits we offer are:
Private Medical Cover, Income Protection Policy, Extended benefits, Bonus, 80 hours per annum
studying towards Microsoft Certifications, generous pension and much more!
Avanade University – real-time access to technical and skilled resources globally
Dedicated career advisor to encourage your progression
Engaged and helpful co-workers genuinely interested in you

Not exactly what you are looking for? Check all jobs at
careers.avanade.com
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Engineer Your Future
WITH EPAM IN NEWCASTLE

EPAM IS A LEADING GLOBAL PROVIDER OF PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS.

38,000+
EPAMers

30+
COUNTRIES

31%
10 YEAR REVENUE CAGR
(F Y09-19)

NYSE: EPAM
WE’RE HIRIN G

UX/UI DESIGNERS

SITECORE
DEVELOPERS

AZURE DEVOPS
ENGINEERS

CLOUD SOLUTIONS
ARCHITECTS

JAVASCRIPT
ENGINEERS

AU T O M AT I O N T E S T
ENGINEERS

E X P L O R E P R O F E S S I O N A L G R O W T H O P P O R T U N I T I E S AT
E PA M .C O M / C A R E E R S O R C O N TA C T W FATA L E N TA C Q U I S I T I O N U K @ E PA M .C O M
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GUEST ARTICLE:

50:50 Future
As our findings from the Digital Skills Audit indicated (see
page 6), diversity remains a challenge in the tech sector.
We asked our friends at 50:50 Future, who deliver diversity
& inclusion training, to share more insights about where to
start and the feedback they’ve heard in the sector. Read
about them here in their guest article:

We all know that in the tech sector we
have a HUGE imbalance when it comes
to diversity.
• Only
	
17% of UK IT specialists are
female, 8% are disabled, and 21% are
over 50 (BCS)
• Statistics
	
have shown that ethnic
minorities in the UK are paid around
10% less than white workers (Diversity
in Tech)
15% of the tech workforce are from
• Only
	
BAME backgrounds (Diversity in Tech)
• 84%
of all interview candidates for all
	
tech roles are men (Hired)
	
of firms in the UK pay men more
• 78%
than women. (Computer Weekly)
• 34%
	
of those aged 55-64 say they feel
their age has negatively affected their
career progression (BIMA)
The stats are pretty shocking….but they
don’t change much.
Some of the feedback we hear from this
sector, specifically is;
- It’s
	 a problem that can only be fixed by
our younger generations in schools now
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- We
	
don’t have the demographic to
recruit from a diverse pool
- We
	
are diverse, we have two women in
the tech team!
- We
	
try to recruit a diverse workforce
but they just don’t apply
If Diversity & Inclusion are (and should
be) prioritised as business critical in your
organisation, there are strategies you can
put in place to attract and retain a more
diverse workforce and become a more
inclusive employer.
Diversity and Inclusion is more important
than ever, especially as for the first
time we now have the ‘5G Workforce’.
Potentially, up to five generations in the
workplace at the same time.
Do you know how to manage the values
and expectations of each of these
generations in your workforce? That’s
why D&I is important. Every individual
needs to feel welcome, feel valued and
feel like they belong in your organisation.
Businesses who ignore these changes
to society risk isolating large numbers
of potential customers and employees,
in addition to existing customers and

employees. It’s time to be reflective
of your customers, consumers and
communities.
There’s countless reports and research
that proves the commercial benefit
of diverse teams - that they are more
profitable, innovative and creative.
There is also the legal responsibility how would you cope financially if some
‘harmless office banter’ brought you a
lawsuit? Would your company reputation
be able to recover from that with your
stakeholders?
Everyone wants to think of themselves
as fair people, equal rights is surely our
moral obligation and driver to invest in
this authentically…

So, where do we start? Here’s a few of
our 50:50 Top Tips;
Strategy - you wouldn’t implement
a project without a clear strategy so
start with an audit of your processes,
policies and practices and get to work
on an authentic D&I statement/ goal and
holistic strategy to tackle any specific
issues.

Culture - value difference, don’t
ignore it. Increase the experience of
inclusion, giving people a voice, open
communication, engaging people in
change and acting as allies.
Design - be inclusive by design - from the
way you recruit, collaborate, IT systems,
physical environment, think about how
you can bake in inclusion. This is an
effective way to engage people in making
the culture in teams, communities and
organisations inclusive as the norm.
Self - this is your issue too. D&I is
everyone’s responsibility. Think about
how you can actively listen, understand
your own biases / assumptions and be
proactive in educating yourself to be part
of the change.
Get in touch for a virtual cuppa and a
chat if you would like to know more about
any aspect of diversity and inclusion and
best practice approaches.
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Data scientist helps
Muckle drive digital
difference

Leading regional law firm for businesses Muckle LLP has appointed a data scientist
to its newly formed Data and Digital Team.
Allen Roberton has been appointed
as Lead Data and Digital Developer
to drive forward innovation and gamechanging technological advances at the
Newcastle-based law firm.
The Data and Digital Team, led by
Director of Business Improvement, Julie
Parr, transforms Muckle LLP’s delivery
of legal services by improving day-to-day
technology processes. The team also
includes Data & Digital Technicians, Rios
Dhadra and Katie Barrett.
Allen’s appointment came after working
with Muckle for 2 years, on a Knowledge
Transfer Partnership with Sunderland
University and Innovate UK. Developing
a product to speed up process-driven
work such as debt recovery.
A year later, Muckle LLP won a national
Legal Practice Management (LPM)
Excellence Award for Innovation.

The technology, known as Muckle
Collect, uses robot technology to speed
up back-office processes, setting up
a debt 15 times faster than it takes
a human to perform the same task.
Resulting in their market-leading debt
recovery team improving success rates
to 91%.
Computer Science Durham University
graduate Allen, from Darlington, is an
expert in his field. He regularly attends
world-renowned conferences including
intensive data science boot camps, with
likes of Microsoft and Facebook, in
Toronto.
He said: “I was thrilled to be appointed
to the new data and digital team after
working with the firm for over a year
on the KTP. I’m really looking forward
to upskilling our people and driving the
firm’s data and digital revolution.

“I’m joining a fantastic, forward-thinking
team which will ultimately transform the
way the law firm operates.”
Julie Parr said: “We are delighted to
welcome Allen to our new data team
and he is already helping us use new
technology and improve workflows to
offer faster and better services. Through
Allen’s training and development we’re
putting data at the heart of everything
we do.
“We have a culture of doing things
differently and by creating better
services at more accessible prices
creates huge market differentiation. It’s
exciting, thrilling and challenging in equal
measure!”

Julie Parr
Director of Business
Improvement
T: 0191 211 7902
julie.parr@muckle-llp.com
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Want to make your first steps into a more
sustainable and eco-friendly business?

We offer a self service eco-friendly minimum
standard to help you take your first steps

www.theecoagency.com
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Digital onboarding in
the digital age
Starting a new job in 2021? It
is very likely you’ll begin your
new role by working remotely.
This may be a bit different from
what you’re used to. You’ll be
meeting your team members
through online video calls while
watercooler conversations are
changing to office GIFs.
So what can you expect when joining
a new team in the virtual environment
Read our insights on digital onboarding
and starting that new role in a digital
environment.

Familiar processes
A bit of familiarity: Many of the usual
onboarding procedures that you’re used
to are now executed through digital
technologies. You might be given some
documents to read, enabling you to
familiarise yourself with the organisation.
It might be a little strange at first to read
this from home, but give yourself and the
organisation time and don’t feel afraid
to ask questions. Remember you’re not
expected to completely hit the ground
running from day one so please give
yourself the breathing space to settle into
the role.
In-office meetings are replaced with
online chats. You may find there are
many team meetings online as businesses
use this opportunity to share updates
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with the different teams in one go. Your
boss may use an online team meeting to
introduce you to your new colleagues, but
don’t be daunted. They won’t expect you
to give an amazing overview of yourself,
cramming every single nugget of your
skills into your opening gambit to the
team. However, do try to be open, friendly
and approachable, and if you are nervous,
be truthful. Everyone will appreciate your
honesty.

Say hi to your colleagues!
Office banter can really add to work
culture, so check which instant messaging
platform the business is using and
say hi to your new colleagues! Instant
messaging platforms can be a great
opportunity to build relations with
colleagues and to share knowledge.
Businesses will each have different
groups and chats set up to get the most
out of remote working, so our advice
would be to familiarise yourself with
these platforms and find out how the
business uses them to engage the team
and collaborate on projects.
Furthermore, don’t forget you can set up
meetings with team members. Contact
other team members in your first few
days/weeks (depending on the size of
your new team) to arrange video chats
with them, learning more about what they
do and how your roles may work together
in the future.

Wellbeing activities
Friday night office beers will have to
wait for a bit but wellbeing activities
have now become a much greater
force within the arsenal of businesses.
Businesses understand that people are
their greatest asset and are increasingly
proactive in making sure their staff’s
wellbeing is part of their ethos. They want
to make sure you can do great things
within their company and many are now
encouraging staff to take time out to go
for networking walks, have virtual quizzes
and host optional lunchtime activities.
Have a chat with your Manager and
find out more about the culture of the
business and what the parameters are
whilst you are working from home.

Feedback & communication
are key
It is undoubtedly an unusual time for
all businesses and their staff right now,
but I would always encourage you to
communicate with your Manager and
your teammates. Let your boss know
how you are feeling and if they ask you
for feedback on the onboarding process,
be honest! Your experiences will help
when other new members are brought
into the team.

Drop us a message
Is your company doing anything creative
or different for digital onboarding? Why
not let us know by using the hashtag
#TechTalent2021 on Twitter!

If you have any questions about digital onboarding, you can by our expo booth during Tech Talent
2021 or drop us an email at events@sunderlandsoftwarecity.com!

Join our Newcastle team
and make a difference
We set up our headquarters at the heart
of Newcastle over 15 years ago.

We’re recruiting for a range of roles across
Development, Testing, Delivery and UX
Design. Come and be part of our exciting

Since then, we’ve grown and built a strong

plans to grow into other sectors and to have an

reputation as the software partner of choice

impact in wider communities.

for enterprise clients across the public sector,
financial services and energy trading—all while
staying true to our people-focused values.

www.scottlogic.com/newcastle
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Digital
With
Purpose
We’re hiring digital
experts who can
make an impact.

Opportunities in:
• Software Engineering
• Infrastructure Engineering
• Test Engineering
• DevOps Engineering
• Delivery Management
• Security
• Business Analysis
• Data Science
• Product Management
• Interaction Design
• User Research
• Technical Architecture
• Content Design
• UX Design
• Portfolio Management

Join us and apply
your skills to
some of the UK’s
biggest and most
interesting digital
challenges.
@DWPDigitalJobs

DWPDigital

careers.dwp.gov.uk
BLACKPOOL |
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